MSU Tractor Operator Implement Training

Instructions: Please print clearly, and complete entire form. Once completed, submit this form to ORCBS.

Operator____________________________
Dept.____________________________

Trainer____________________________  Date_______________

Implements approved to operate: Supervisor or designated trainer may decide to list each implement or general categories of types of implements that the operator is approved to operate. If, during work, an employee is assigned to use an implement that he/she is not familiar with, the employee must contact their supervisor/designated trainer to obtain training prior to using the implement. (Categories may include: PTO driven, drawbar, 3-point hitch, hydraulic, etc.)

______________________________  ______________________________
______________________________  ______________________________
______________________________  ______________________________
______________________________  ______________________________
______________________________  ______________________________

The following items have been reviewed with the operator for all implements listed:

☐ Operator has been instructed on proper attaching procedures.
☐ Operator has been instructed on emergency shutdown procedures.
☐ Operator has read and been trained on the manufacturer’s safety instructions and operator’s manual.

____________________________________ ______________________________
Operator signature     Trainer signature